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February’s Great Backyard Bird Count set a participation record this year, as data from 103 countries recorded over 3,000 species. At the time of writing, the
highest Canada Goose count was made on February 16 by Ian Cruickshank, who counted 450 at Martindale Flats on Southern Vancouver Island.

Is BC paying too much for carbon offset credits? ~ Sara Miles

On February 14, financial statements for the Pacific Carbon Trust,
made public through an access to information request, revealed that
BC’s public sector agencies have been paying much more than the
market value for carbon offset credits.
Public institutions such as schools and hospitals, tasked with
legislated ‘carbon neutrality’, have been required to purchase offset
credits from the Pacific Carbon Trust (PCT), a Crown Corporation
created in 2007, primarily to support the carbon neutral goals set
out in the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Act. These customers were
charged $25 per tonne for credits that PCT purchased from private
corporations such as TimberWest for as low as $10 per tonne.
Environment Minister Terry Lake announced that the
government will ‘examine’ the pricing model for the PCT. He also
said that the price was set high because it was creating a ‘new

market’, a firm number would ‘facilitate planning’, and they thought
international carbon markets would be ‘further developed by now’.
Comparatively, Australia’s Clean Energy Future Legislation set
a carbon price of $23/tonne for three years beginning in 2012. After
that, carbon pricing will be set by the market. Rates in the
compliance offset market (versus voluntary offsets) vary depending
on several factors, including the quality and origin of the credit. In
Alberta, compliance offset credits are capped at $15/tonne.
It is not yet clear how PCT’s pricing model will be set in future,
but the government must now decide how to use the surplus funds,
which amount to about $2.5 million for the current year. Three
choices have been presented: use the surplus to lower the price of
PCT’s offset credits, use it to balance the budget, or reinvest it into
public programs. 0

Special Report by Patrick Brown

Coal port expansion decisions exclude the public

Port Metro Vancouver is expanding to increase exports of coal and
oil; there will be more large ships, more long and dirty coal trains,
and maybe a new bitumen pipeline. But there is scant consideration
of input from the community and the public, because Port Metro
Vancouver is a federal Crown Corporation, accountable only to the
federal Minister of Transport.
More marine traffic will travel past the Gulf Islands, through
Boundary Pass, down Haro Strait, past Victoria, and out to sea
through the Strait of Juan de Fuca, posing an increased risk of
accidents and pollution.
On land, coal exports from Canadian and US mines arrive by
rail, at both Neptune Terminals on Vancouver’s North Shore
(expansion now approved—10 trains per day across the Second
Narrows railway bridge) and Westshore Terminals (just north of
the Tsawwassen ferry terminal, and the scene of a serious collision

is at these

last December between the bulk carrier Cape Apricot and
Westshore’s conveyor system).
The latest proposal would see coal trains unloaded onto barges
at the Fraser Surrey Docks; barges would then travel to Texada
Island, where the coal would be unloaded onto ships for export.
Meanwhile, Kinder Morgan plans to triple capacity of its Trans
Mountain pipeline which terminates at Westridge Terminal, also
located within Port Metro Vancouver. This would increase oil tanker
traffic through First and Second Narrows from one each way per
week, to one each way every day. These transits require Second
Narrows railway bridge to be raised, and all other marine traffic to
be halted.
In addition to these planned expansions, Port Metro Vancouver
has also indicated its need for more farmland in Delta for future
development of rail, container and warehousing facilities.
PORT METRO VANCOUVER, please turn to page 2

Horseshoe Bay Terminal
assessment settled
Three years of assessment appeals by BC Ferries
have been sorted out by direct negotiations
between BCFS and the Property Assessment
Appeal Board, with a bit of encouragement by
Minister of Community, Sport, and Cultural
Development Bill Bennett.
BC Ferries’ terminal at Horseshoe Bay in West
Vancouver had been assessed at $54 million for
years 2010, 2011, and 2012. The Corporation had
appealed the assessment, together with the
assessment for 47 other ferry terminals up and
down the coast.
The Appeal Board, reaching the conclusion that
the province had designated the Horseshoe Bay
property as a ferry terminal, and, as a result, it had
no market value for any other purpose, then
reassessed the terminal at $20 (one of those new
plastic bills).
The Municipality of West Vancouver would
have to pay back the difference in taxes for three
years, about $750,000.
Similar conclusions would apply to all BC
Ferries’ other terminals.
Now, three months of negotiations have
resulted in a more reasonable conclusion: the
Horseshoe Bay terminal was worth $47 million,
and that would be the basis on which BC Ferries
would pay taxes, for five years.
Mayor Michael Smith of West Vancouver
called it an ‘amiable resolution’. Mayor John
Ruttan of Nanaimo thanked Minister Bennett for
his leadership. 0

SERIOUS COFFEE locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes outside or racks inside!

Sidney—Beacon Avenue

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall
Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall
Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Nanaimo—VI Conference Centre
Nanaimo—Beaufort Centre
Nanaimo—Crnr Island Hwy @ Hammond Bay Rd
Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza
Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd CO-OP

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall
Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Avenue
Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave
Campbell River—Willow Point Village
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crash staged at Cable Bay Farm. Sixty-one people participated in this full scale exercise organized by the Southern Gulf

Islands Emergency Program. Two aircraft crew and 10 passengers, with multiple simulated injuries, were rescued and treated
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It’s Galiano’s turn for emergency exercises. On February 16, first responders and residents participated in a mock airplane
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by North & South Galiano Fire Departments, BC Ambulance, RCMP, and Galiano Critical Care Unit, supported by the Galiano
Emergency Program’s Community Coordination Centre and Emergency Support Services volunteers.
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PORT OF VANCOUVER from page 1
No Local Approvals Required
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All these developments can be carried out without the approval
of the local governments that they impact. Port Metro
Vancouver (PMV) is the ‘brand name’ of the Vancouver Fraser
Port Authority, which has complete control of some 640km of
shoreline, including all of Burrard Inlet, the Fraser River up as
far as Pitt Lake, and the Delta and Richmond waterfronts; 1,000
hectares of land, and 16,000 hectares of water.
It is a federal Crown Corporation, established under the
Canada Marine Act. Its letters patent under the Act describe it
as ‘an autonomous legal entity’ … to ‘manage federal real
property and related port activities.’
However, the Canada Marine Act says that Port Authorities
must, among other responsibilities: provide for a high level of
safety and environmental protection; be responsible to local
needs and priorities; and take into account input from users and
the community in which a port or harbour is located.
But PMV’s first mandate, from the federal government, is to
facilitate trade.
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All these port expansion proposals have met with public
concern. Nevertheless, it appears that PMV’s invitation for
public comment prior to the approval of the Neptune Terminal
proposal was badly managed.
PMV says it has sent out 3,200 letters to residents and
businesses close to the new facilities, and invited written input
from the public. But PMV limits its responsibility to providing
and operating the port; it won’t take responsibility for decisions
on what is to be shipped, or what its customers use it for. If you
don’t like the idea of shipping coal or oil, they say, take it up with
the federal government.
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Municipalities Concerned

Municipal governments have expressed their concern. Early last
May, Vancouver City Council passed Mayor Gregor Robertson’s
motion that would require oil tanker and pipeline operators to
indemnify the City in the event of a spill. The Mayor noted the
federal government’s March 29, 2012 announcement of the
closure of BC’s command centre for oil spill emergencies. He
also wrote to Prime Minister Harper expressing the City’s
opposition to any increase in tanker traffic.
A December 3, 2012 letter from Mayor Robertson to PMV
asked for community consultation about expansions to coal
exports. He was publicly supported by David Suzuki, and David
Boyd, Co-Chair of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Team.
Boyd not only raised the issue of coal dust from trains traveling
through the region, but also the contribution made by the
burning of the coal (wherever it might take place) to greenhouse
gases and climate change.
Later in December, Vancouver Green Party Councillor
Adriane Carr moved that PMV ‘Must Adequately Consult on
Coal Export Proposals’. The motion was carried.
The municipalities that surround the Port of Vancouver have
expressed their concerns about the expansion of the port, its
hunger for land for new container facilities, and the impact of
the highways built by the Province specifically to serve its truck
traffic. Delta Mayor Lois Jackson and Delta councillors, local
Health Authorities, and New Westminster Councillor Bill
Harper also expressed concern about the Fraser Surrey Docks
coal shipping proposal. Some residents of Texada Island have
also commented.
But John Winter, President of the BC Chamber of
Commerce, dismissed their concerns. Local governments
should ‘stick to their knitting,’ he said. ‘It’s a national port.’
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Of some 1,000 letters received, PMV said 375 supported the
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FROM THE GULF ISLANDS
At present, PMV is seeking to fill two directorship vacancies.
and understanding of the port
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The Green Industrial Revolution - Jane Petch

A green industrial revolution or belching fossil
fuel dinosaurs?
It’s a stark choice, but
one that Marc Lee, chief
economist
for
the
Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives (CCPA), laid
out in front of the Salt
Spring Forum on Friday,
February 15.
In many ways, it is not a choice. As Europe
moves forward into a green economy and
President Obama addresses the harsh realities
of climate change in his inaugural speech,
Canada lags behind.
Lee was blunt about the government’s
‘sheer unwillingness to display leadership at
this time’. The government’s refusal to address
climate change, the most critical issue of our
time, is ultimately about politics, he said. ‘It’s
about those interests who have lobbying funds.’
Climate change is becoming harder and harder
to ignore, Lee stated. ‘And the main problem
of climate change is fossil fuels.’
Interestingly, the oil and gas industry, one
of the most capital-intensive industries in the
world, does not create much employment. In
his January 16, 2013 submission to the

Enbridge Gateway Project hearings, Lee noted
that Enbridge estimates the creation of a mere
217 permanent jobs from the pipeline (read in
Island Tides, January 31, page 5).
And while the pipeline will generate about
$4 billion for the shareholders and producers,
it would facilitate up to one million tonnes of
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere every year,
more than the total emissions of BC, at the cost
of up to $20 billion.
The good news from this senior economist
is that transitioning to a green and sustainable
economy to address climate change will
generate new industries and create
employment at the same time it lowers our
carbon emissions. Lee outlined three parts to
this transition.
The first is a shift to clean energy like
hydroelectricity. A 2012 CCPA study on Clean
Electricity co-written by Lee found that, thanks
to energy efficiencies, the demand for
residential and commercial electricity is flat.
‘To switch to hydro is do-able,’ he stated. We
have enough hydro power. He added that the
real demand for new power sources, like the
Site C dam, is coming from the expanding
resource sector: gas, mining, and liquid natural
gas projects that require electricity to compress

PORT OF VANCOUVER from previous page
The directorship to be nominated by the
Province of BC is currently vacant; a position
representing ‘port users’ becomes vacant in
May.
Nominations closed on Monday, February
18, and Kevin Washbrook, a Director of
VTACC, has put his name forward.
Washbrook has been a critic of PMV and is
involved in ‘Bridge to a Cool Planet’ and the
Village Vancouver Transition Society. It is not
known who else has been nominated.
Washbrook says, ‘I think there is value in
bringing a different perspective to the Port
Authority Board, because an organization
with such influence over our future should be

about much more than simply facilitating
trade in products like coal. The Port Authority
needs to be publicly accountable … There are
no seats representative of environmental
concerns, or health concerns.’
He continues, ‘The nominating committee
and the Minister of Transport may not agree
that it is time for change at the Port Authority.
Right now public pressure and an appeal to
fairness are our best tools for making the port
more publicly accountable and representative
of our concerns. I think running for the board
on a platform of change is a timely way to
highlight this demand. If you agree, let’s send
them a message.’ 0
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the natural gas for shipping overseas.
Along with a switch to clean energy is the
need to make our energy use more efficient. A
big part of this, along with aggressive energy
conservation programs, will be retrofitting
existing buildings, so that by 2020 we have a
net zero energy use. Examples of new
technologies to reduce energy use include more
efficient solar panels, new types of insulation,
hyper-efficient windows, heat pumps, district
energy systems and super-efficient appliances.
Thirdly, Lee said, we need urban planning
with transportation alternatives in ‘complete
communities’ where people can walk or bike to
shopping, recreation and work, within easy
distance of public transportation. The aim is to
have at least half of the trips on foot or by bike,
and the rest largely by public transit. ‘Complete
communities’ are all over Europe. The
conversation there is at a different level from
ours, Lee added.
For people who live outside of cities the
issue of transportation is more challenging.
Car-sharing and a switch to electric vehicles
within 20 years will help to replace fossil fuel
vehicles.
‘We need to weave all this together. This is
the project for the next twenty years,’ Lee
summed up.
Along with these steps come jobs, green
manufacturing
and
new
industries.
Apprenticeships to teach new skills will be
needed. New business opportunities will be
there for entrepreneurs who address the need
for more efficient technologies, non-toxic
products, for retrofitting buildings and for
developing new modes of transportation.
How realistic is this? The day after Lee’s
presentation, I phoned a young friend who is
retrofitting her downtown Vancouver duplex.
She and her partner just had seven solar panels
installed on the roof. ‘Six panels,’ she said, ‘that

is what it takes to offset one person’s energy
use.’ When they have more money they will
buy more panels and sell their electricity back
to BC Hydro.
They re-insulated their house with recycled
pop bottle foam, and installed a high efficiency
front-loading washer/dryer, and a new hybrid
hot water tank that is a combination of ondemand coils and a traditional tank in one unit.
Her partner, a young architect, tells me that
green design is where all the energy is.
‘Recycling, efficiency, retrofitting, connection
with nature and preserving it in built
environments, that’s where the excitement is.’
He tells me Vancouver is changing its
building codes so that buildings will be carbon
neutral by 2020. ‘In the meantime, it’s getting
your electrician to learn about solar panels,
getting young people in the trades more
educated.’
And, he said, there are new technologies
coming on board all the time. ‘Did you know
that there’s a wind turbine a little bigger than
those old-fashioned pinwheels we used to play
with, that can generate enough power for your
cell phone?’
Marc Lee probably knows. As Co-Director
of the Climate Justice Project, a partnership
between the CCPA and the University of BC, he
brings together the knowledge of his many
studies for the CCPA and a profound
appreciation for the challenges ahead, not the
least of which is the financial burden that
higher electricity costs and weather damage
response will have on the poor.
Nevertheless, he says, it is the right thing to
do, to decouple our economy from fossil fuels,
to say ‘no’ to new fossil fuel expansion and to
aim for a zero-carbon economy. I don’t know
if we can pull this off, as a people living on the
planet, but we have to try, he concluded. 0
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Snowdrops, crocuses and daffs all responded to the mild winter.
In my garden, California poppies have over-wintered so there
will be an early show of the orange beauties, if we don’t get a
dreaded arctic outflow—could that happen so late in the winter?
On the farms there are lambs and nettles. Seedy Saturdays
are in full swing with seed-savers ready at their tables. Westcoast
Seeds’ catalogues are on the table. The mason bees are just
about ready to emerge and it’s three weeks to hummingbirds.
At Island Tides it will be photo season again. It’s hard to
capture those inspiring shots in the uni-tone of coastal winter
light. However, we are featuring a couple of winter beauties in
this edition. Also in this edition we are featuring a Knowledge
Network donation contest (see ad page 8).
BC’s public broadcaster Knowledge is certainly my mostwatched channel. The documentaries are a window on the
world without getting off the sofa, except for a cup of tea. This
channel is well worth supporting, and you could win a
September trip to Britain’s West Country (where I grew up).
The 17-day tour is packed with places I want to see again.
The finale is Stonehenge, but what a cornucopia before that:
megaliths, stately homes, gardens, quaint towns and villages—

all steeped in history. Bath’s Royal Crescent and Roman Baths,
Tintagel’s King Arthur’s Castle, Doc Martin’s Port Isaac, Daphne
DuMaurier’s Jamaica Inn, Cornwall’s lush gardens…
Speaking of spring, mild Cornwall has already been shipping
daffodils and narcissus for weeks. And, in terms of gardens, one
of my favourite places in the world is Cornwall’s ten-year-old
Eden Project. Its huge bubble biomes built in a disused china clay
pit have a special purpose to show, in a fun way, the worldwide
relationship between people and plants.
The inspiring story of waste-neutral Eden Project’s creation
and its business ethos is a 21st century legend. (Google it, or see
our online ‘Salish Sea Goodlife’ reprint archive, December 2008,
‘Returning to Eden’.) Eden’s local sourcing, entrepreneurship,
and worldwide public outreach are exciting. I took a sustainable
leadership course there last June and I can’t wait to get back. Eden
Project is on the West Country tour; what fun if an Island Tides’
reader wins.
With this edition, we say goodbye to Sara, the voice on the
phone and on the email for close to two years. Her many skills
and personality will be missed. We wish her well in her move to
the city. –Christa G-W

Spelling Blunder

Although a government report blasted Massey for this
‘corporate mentality,’ Massey has yet to be fined and the US coal
lobby continues to successfully block black lung legislation
based on the claim it would cost companies too much. One
positive outcome from the Massey tragedy, however, is that US
miners are now encouraged to participate in free voluntary
health surveillance programs and get periodic X-rays.
BC mines, however, do not appear to have similar programs
that would reduce health risks. Rather, in their zeal to expand
coalmining and deregulation, both government and industry
continue to quote outdated information. An information
blackout is indicated by Chief Inspector of Mines’ reports that
contain no information on respiratory disease educational
programs or health surveillance measures, but devote several
pages to programs and awards for improving team rescues and
for preventing muscular/skeletal strain and hearing loss.
WorkSafeBC claims that companies are legally responsible
for providing a healthy and safe workplace, but its website
contains no information on coalminer respiratory disease
programs. Rather, a map that correlated black lung and silicosis
deaths with BC coalmining areas has disappeared from its
website; and Health Canada has yet to replace information for
coalminer health that also disappeared from its website.
Do we want our kids to work in a deregulated industry where
their health appears to be bartered for corporate profit? Do we
want our kids to get jobs as roof bolters or drillers, which do not
require 3-5 years work experience but which carry a greater
respiratory risk burden than other mining jobs? Do we want
them to work for a company that states in its Technical Report
that respirable and highly combustible coaldust will meet
industry standards of 1.5 mg/m (milligram per meter of air)
rather than the 1 mg/m recommended by the US National
Institute for Occupational Health and Safety, or proclaims on
its website that mining has the highest safety record of the heavy
industries, but has yet to provide a budget line for costly health
surveillance programs and measures to eliminate respiratory
health risks?
Do we want our children to work in a mine where
deregulation puts them at risk of methane explosions?
Compliance Energy’s Technical Report states that the Raven
mine will generate 127,500 cubic metres of methane daily and
that ventilation will be ‘adequate.’ Without strong regulation
and enforcement, is ‘adequate’enough to protect our kids from
the same fate as the Massey miners?
Until there is strong regulation and enforcement of laws that
protect coalminer health, the environment and sustainable jobs,
we have no choice but to vigorously oppose the Raven coalmine.
Our kids and their kids will thank us.
Sharon Small, Denman Island

Readers’ Letters

Dear Editor:
As a retired journalist after a career of 37 years, I enjoy seeing new
words I’ve never seen before. So I enjoyed your headline on page
three of the February 14 edition with a word I’d never seen before.
Unfortunately you spelled ‘fooferaw’ wrongly. It should be
‘foofaraw.’ But then, I guess I’m making a foofaraw over a trifle!
Peter Smith, Quadra Island

Where’s Carbon In The Budget?

Dear Editor:
Finance Minister Mike de Jong made a mistake by not continuing
to ramp up BC’s carbon tax. BC’s emissions have declined 4.5%
since the tax started in 2008, and the tax’s ‘revenue neutrality’
means it hasn’t cost taxpayers a dime.
The budget also neglected to address the fact that BC’s coal
exports continue to be exempt from any form of carbon tax. The
province’s coal exports produce worldwide emissions of almost
twice BC’s in-province emissions from all sources. This is the dirty
secret of BC’s carbon tax success story, and needs to be addressed.
Blaise Salmon, Mill Bay

Jobs–At What Price?

Dear Editor:
A major pitch for supporting the Raven Underground Coal
Mine is that its jobs will keep our kids at home. Yes, Raven and
possibly two other coal mines in the Comox Valley that
Compliance Energy proposes to develop will provide jobs. But
at what cost to our kids’ health and to their quality of life?
Rather than declining in numbers as promoted by the BC
coal industry, black lung disease has doubled over the last ten
years. 1,000 US coalminers die each year from this disease. And
for every one of these deaths, coalminers are on partial or
permanent disability; a recently published Harvard Public
Health report estimates this costs taxpayers up to $500 billion
a year for insurance claims and environmental cleanup. Before
even imagining our kids working in a coalmine, we also need to
know that black lung is afflicting younger miners faster than
ever before. Autopsies of 29 miners who died needlessly in a
2010 Massey Coal Mine methane explosion indicate 17 were
suffering from black lung disease and others had early signs of
the disease. Five were new to mining and some, like cousins
Cory and Josh Davis, were under 30-years-old.
National Public Radio and Center for Public Integrity did a
followup on how black lung and the Massey explosion could
have been prevented with vigorous government oversight and
enforcement of health and safety laws. With heartbreaking
detail, this series profiled miners who described being unable
to work because they could no longer walk up a few stairs. Both
in the US and Canada, deregulation makes it possible for
companies like Massey to put profit ahead of miner health and
safety, and to ignore hundreds of safety and health citations.
The Victoria Lapidary & Mineral Society announces its annual
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Wonderful display of stones and silver being worked
Gold Panning • Fossil and Precious Stone Displays
Faceted Jewels • Silent Auction • Kids’ Corner
Free Door Prize Worth $300 • Retailers from Western
Canada • Refreshments & Much More!

Fri 12:30-8:30pm • Sat 10am–6pm • Sun 10am–4pm
Adults $5, Seniors / Students $4, Family (4) $12
Kids 6 & under free, Weekend Pass $10

Details at: www.vlms.ca

North Saanich Development

Dear Editor:
The North Saanich Council meeting of February 18 was notable
for its blurring of the principles of democratic due process.
Our Official Community Plan (OCP), a cooperative effort by
the whole community, was intended as our municipality’s
guiding document on issues of land use, zoning, development,
protection of agricultural heritage, and maintenance of the rural
and marine character.
Three development proposals were on the February 18
agenda. The Council majority showed eagerness to ignore our
OCP and quickly move ahead on all three. The clear aim was for
spot rezoning versus zoning that is consistent with the OCP. Do
we really want to set aside planned, gradual and well-considered
development, in favour of unplanned, random and preferential
development?
If some councillors find fault with the OCP as written, the
democratic way is to initiate a new revision with appropriate
community input; the whole community would be deciding on
any changes to their vision for the future of North Saanich.
Jack Thornburgh, Sidney 0
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Val Stewart 1938 - 2012

beloved former resident of North Galiano, Val
Stewart, died at her home in Victoria on December 21,
2012, at peace after a brief but challenging illness.
Born in what is now Tanzania, Val led a fulfilling, quietly
adventurous life with Geoff, her husband of close to 50 years.
North Galiano was where Geoff and Val spent more than half
of their life together, building a small studio and a bountiful
fruit and vegetable garden, and eventually,
with a skilled local carpenter, their dream
home at the top of a ridge above Devina
Drive, looking out over Trincomali Channel.
Designed by the Stewarts’ friend Gordon
Miller, a painter of historical ships, the main
house seems to rise organically from the
moss and the arbutus, fir and cedar forest,
its decks and floors built of wood which
Geoff and Val harvested and milled by
Alaska chainsaw.
Over the 28 years the Stewarts were on
North Galiano, they deeply appreciated and
enhanced the natural landscape, coming to
know the wildlife and birds and the established families of
ravens that made their home on the ridge. All her life Val felt a
deep affinity for animals, from the giraffes, elephants,
chimpanzees and gorillas of her native Africa, with which she
reconnected several times over the years, to the raccoons, deer
and otters on Galiano.
In the valley below their Galiano home, Val undertook a
remarkable labour of love to create from local rock a labyrinth
inspired by and modelled on the one in Chartres Cathedral, an
11-track labyrinth divided into four quadrants.
Like the Chartres labyrinth, built in 1200, Val’s version
draws its symbolic meaning from both Christian and Muslim
traditions, a single-path, walking meditation, designed to focus
energy and provide clarity. She worked on it over two years,
most mornings from 5–9am. At its centre it features a stone
that has become a natural altar to the many people who still
reverently walk it, leaving behind china or stones from the
beach, an earring or piece of jewellery. Val never sought public
attention for the labyrinth, though she welcomed walkers who
sought permission, and she was at peace if over the years the
stones returned to nature and sank beneath moss and
vegetation.
Val was the eldest of three daughters, born on August 20,
1938 to Joan and Arthur Twells, a British couple who first
settled in what is now Tanzania, and later in the West Nile, in
a remote area of northern Uganda. Val’s first language was
Swahili, which she learned from the local children and her
African nanny. She attended a convent school in the Congo
and then later boarding school in Britain.
In her late teens, Val returned to Africa and was a much
sought-after hair stylist in Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia (now
Harare, Zimbabwe) when she met Geoff. He was a young
Englishman who had graduated in agriculture from McGill
University and happened to be working in the country as a
game warden after a multi-country travel adventure with a
Rhodesian friend he knew from McGill.
Geoff vividly recalls the first time he met Val. She came
around the corner of a morning-glory hedge, ‘and she had very
short shorts and very long legs,’ he says. Both aged 23, Val and
Geoff soon became inseparable. They decided to leave behind
the troubles of Val’s homeland Africa for a new life in Canada.
They were married in Toronto when Geoff’s parents came to
Canada for a visit, Val wearing a simple cream-coloured dress
that she sewed herself, from a Vogue pattern. The young
couple decided to move west, taking their first cross-country
driving trip together.
Geoff found work as a curator of natural history at
Vancouver’s Centennial Museum and later as a curator at the
Royal BC Museum in Victoria. Along the way they built an Aframe cottage in Bedwell Bay up Indian Arm, and restored an
old farmhouse behind the library in Oak Bay.
An expert cook and baker, Val sewed her own clothes and
created beautiful weavings on her loom. In the early 1980s,
they bought land on the north end of Galiano, drawn by its
remoteness and beauty. With ground broken on their studio
home, Geoff took early retirement from the BC Museum and
the pair embarked on an adventurous round-the-world trip,

cut short in Australia when Val was diagnosed with cancer. Val
completely recovered after surgery, but the Stewarts decided
to focus on building and making their permanent home on
Galiano.
Val was a generous and welcoming neighbour on North
Galiano; she gave freely of garden tips and produce, she
preserved fruit and vegetables, made her own flour and baked
bread and was known for her impressive
winemaking skills. Val drew on her
growing spiritual faith in Buddhism and
the power of meditation. Both ardent
conservationists, Geoff and Val supported
the Galiano Conservancy Association and
took part in community meetings,
although Val withdrew from the conflict
that arose over preserving Galiano’s
forest lands.
Although they put down deep roots on
Galiano, Geoff and Val continued to
travel, returning to Africa and Britain and
visiting Europe, which Val had longed to
see. Their Galiano garden, meadows, ponds were beautifully
kept but the Stewarts knew that rather than work relentlessly
or relax standards, they had other plans for the rest of their
lives. They had a pact that when they reached their 70th
birthdays, in 2008, that they would leave Galiano. Accordingly,
they put their property up for sale, carefully selecting new
owners who would fit well into the social and natural fabric of
Galiano.
Their new home base became a small waterfront apartment
in Victoria, where they could enjoy urban amenities and
indulge their wanderlust. In their well-equipped Westphalia
van they travelled across Canada, around North America and
to Mexico. And although they had felt once that they might not
return to Africa, their plans changed. When one of the new
owners of their Galiano property, Lisa Cairns, sponsored an
orphaned elephant in their name, the Stewarts fostered a
second abandoned baby elephant, then travelled to Kenya to
see the unique elephant sanctuary which successfully
repatriated those adult animals back to the wild.
Val, whose childhood nickname was Twiga, Swahili for
giraffe, also had a cherished visit in 2011 with her favorite
animal in Africa near Nairobi, at Giraffe Manor, home to a herd
of the endangered Rothschild giraffes who roamed the
grounds and could make eye-level contact with visitors,
slurping faces with their long tongues—to Val’s great delight.
In what was to be the last year of her life, Val also was able to
realize two more of her dreams, to visit the mountain gorillas
studied and protected by Dian Fossey, in Volcanoes National
Park in Rwanda; and to see the chimpanzees in Kibale Forest
sanctuary in Uganda. Before Val began to feel ill in late fall, the
Stewarts were making plans for their next big journey, even
considering Antarctica.
In mid-December 2012, Geoff told friends the devastating
news of Val’s terminal illness (multiple myeloma complicated
by a series of strokes and a heart infection) and that Val had
chosen to unplug all machines and come home from hospital.
Geoff wrote, ‘We’ve had a really good life together and we have
no regrets. We have often discussed end-of-life scenarios and
Val has no expectation, no anger, no fear, just total acceptance.’
Val decided it was time to die just a few days later, about
1:30am on December 21, a very quiet time of the night, with
soft classical music playing. Geoff wrote, ‘Judging by her
peaceful expression and the small Mona Lisa smile, I knew she
was in a place she wanted to be. It all seemed so natural. A
gentle journey.’
Val is also survived by her sisters Sue in North Carolina and
Tor in Capetown, South Africa as well as by a wide circle of
friends in Canada, the US, Britain and Africa.
The lives of those on North Galiano who knew Val Stewart
are the richer for the time she spent among us. We know her
gentle spirit will stay on in the labyrinth, garden and forest she
loved so much.
–Suzanne Fournier
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BC Supreme Court
upholds Denman Island’s
bylaws for Komas Bluff

In its February 13 decision, the Supreme Court of British
Columbia upheld Denman Island bylaws that regulate
development on the Komas Bluff. The decision relates to
construction and land alterations at the crest and on the plateau
above the Komas Bluff, on land owned by Daniel and Debra
Stoneman of Denman Island.
The Stonemans’ property lies within the Komas Bluff
Development Permit Area, which requires geotechnical studies
before activities such as tree-cutting and building construction
can take place. In areas of BC that are subject to natural hazards,
development permits are one of the primary mechanisms that
local governments use to protect structures from flooding,
mudflows, erosion, land slip, rock falls, avalanche and wildfire.
While development is allowed, it must be done pursuant to
permit conditions to reduce the risks associated with natural
hazards. This normally happens as a matter of course. Legal
action is very unusual, but this one property has now been the
subject of three court cases.
In his Reasons for Judgment, the Honourable Mr Justice
Curtis found that the Stonemans breached the Local
Government Act when they cleared and excavated their land,
and constructed buildings and structures, including a path,
stairs, a ramp, drainage works, a residence and accessory
buildings within the Komas Bluff Development Permit Area
without the necessary permits. The judgment prohibits the
Stonemans from further altering the land within the Komas
Bluff Development Permit Area without valid permits or further
order of the Court.
It also orders the Stonemans to:
• work with the Denman Island Local Trust Committee to
either obtain the required permits, or remove any unpermitted
structures and rehabilitate the property at their own expense,
• allow access to the property to Islands Trust staff or
contractors in order to assess and ensure compliance with the
order, and
• pay the full legal costs incurred by the Denman Island Local
Trust Committee in enforcing the Local Government Act and
defending its bylaws.
The case dates from 2005, when the Honourable Mr Justice
Groberman ruled that the Komas Bluff Development Permit
Area was valid, in relation to an earlier court action involving
the Stonemans and Dean Ellis, the previous owner of the
property. In 2006, the Stonemans applied for and were granted
a development permit for their proposed construction, subject
to their submission of plans for erosion protection from a
geotechnical engineer. However, the Stonemans began
construction of a residence without submitting the requested
reports. Beginning in 2010, they constructed stairs down the
face of Komas Bluff, also without permits. They claimed the
bylaws were invalid and that no development permit was
required.
In his Reasons for Judgment, the Honourable Mr Justice
Curtis said: ‘Any person who read Justice Groberman’s decision
could not fail to understand that his decision was that the
Komas Bluff Bylaw was valid and that no person should be in
violation of its provisions.’
The Court went on to find that: ‘The Stonemans bought the
property intending to build a home on it and live there. When
they appeared before Justice Groberman they were well aware
of this. They argued that Bylaw 111 [establishing the
development permit area] was invalid and did not apply to their
property and they lost that argument. They are now attempting
to re-argue the issues having chosen to build without a permit
in spite of a court order they ought to have understood very
clearly indicated that they were not free to do so.’
David Graham, a Denman Island local trustee responded to
the judgment saying, ‘I’m pleased that this judgment confirms
and clarifies the options available to the landowners.’ 0
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Explore the Discovery Islands!
CoastMountainExpeditions.com
Quadra Island, BC • 250-285-2823
Excellent and aﬀordable adventures since 1987
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What’s On?

SINGLE-VENUE: $33.60/$39.20 W IMAGE | MULTI-VENUE: $44.80/$50.04 W IMAGE
PAYMENT WITH ORDER BY VISA OR MASTERCARD PLEASE

Saturday, March 2

Pender Islands 4th Seedy Saturday—Seed Swap and Sale,
Master Gardeners, Workshop on ‘Grafting’ by BCFTA, Gardening
Books, and Yummy Food • 10am-1pm • Community Hall • Info:
Matilda, 250.629.3829 • PENDER

Fridays & Saturdays, March 8-9 & 22-23

Creative Stitches & Crafting Show—over 70 educational
seminars, exhibits, demos,
celebrity speakers, door prizes,
fashion stage, shop till you drop
• Victoria March 8-9: Pearkes
Recreation Centre, 3100 Tillicum Road; Abbotsford March 22-23:
Tradex, 1190 Cornell Street • 9am–5pm daily • Each show: 2-day
pass, $10 • Info: 1.855.723.1156, www.creativestitchesshow.com •
VICTORIA & ABBOTSFORD

Saturday, March 9

‘Nettlefest’ Community Celebration, Potluck Dinner, &
Music—3pm: nettles as medicine, chef’s
cooking demos; 5pm: potluck dishes or
desserts including nettles or local food, or
bring some to steam; 7–9pm: new music
for our ears, fun nettle competitions (best
nettle dish, product, poem) • Community
Hall • Free, all-ages, all welcome • Info:
www.pendercommunitytransition.ca • PENDER

Saturday & Sunday, March 9 & 10

BC Log Home, Timber Frame & Country Living Show—
everything to do with your log/timber frame home, or your home
away from home: builders, related industries & trades, vacation
properties, furniture, wood care, generators, hot tubs, awnings,
sunrooms, barbeques, watersports, solar and wind energy •
Tradex, 1190 Cornell Street • 10am-5pm • Tickets: $10 • Info:
info@bclogandcountrylivingshow.ca, 1.877.888.7111 •
ABBOTSFORD

Wednesday, March 13

Mayne Island Music Society presents
Carlos del Junco & The Blues
Mongrels—Doors open at 7pm, Show
7:30pm • Ag Hall • Refreshments Available •
Tickets: $20 @ Happy Tides, Home
Hardware, Farm Gate Store, Under 12 Free •
Info: www.carlosdeljunco.com • MAYNE

Friday & Saturday, March 15 & 16

Words on the Water Campbell River Writers’ Festival—
discussion and readings with authors Charlotte Gill, Rawi Hage,
Matthew Hooton, JJ Lee, Janet Marie Rogers, Anakana Schofield,
Madeleine Thien & Fred Wah • Maritime Heritage Centre • Early
Bird Weekend Pass $65, Fri: $20, Sat: $20 per session @ Tidemark
Theatre 250.287.7465 • Info: www.wordsonthewater.ca •
CAMPBELL RIVER

March 15 thru April 14

Gallery Exhibition—drawings and paintings by Jan Albertin:
‘Finding My Pender Voice’, explorations in the island landscape •
Opening reception Saturday, March 16, 1pm • Talisman Books &
Gallery, Driftwood Centre • Info: www.talismanbooks.ca,
250.629.6944 • PENDER

March 16 thru 24

Pacific Rim Whale Festival—celebrate the return of migrating
whales to a year-round whale sighting
destination, with culinary, cultural, musical
and educational events • Mar 17:
Chowder Chowdown; Mar 19: Sweet
Indulgence dessert affair; Mar 21: Barnacle
Blues Concert • More events and ticket
info: www.pacificrimwhalefestival.com •
TOFINO, UCLUELET & PACIFIC RIM
NATIONAL PARK RESERVE

Sunday, March 17

Krzysztof Jablonski—world renowned
Polish pianist in solo concert featuring works
by Chopin, proceeds to support community
music education • Port Theatre • 2:30pm •
$35/$24 students, available from the Port
Theatre at 250.754.8550 • Info: Nanaimo
Conservatory of Music 250.754.4611,
www.ncmusic.ca • NANAIMO

During spring break March 18-22

Body Talk Cru—daily workshops run by Crimson Coast Dance
Society for young dance enthusiasts;
BODY TALK ‘13
MARCH 18th-22nd
with Professor Caju (Victoria Capoeira
School) & Veronica Stewart (Flamenco
Rosario Dance) • $25 • Teen program
1-4:30pm; Family class 6-8:30pm •
Classes & rehearsals culminate in a
performance at the Port Theatre,
March 23, 7:30pm (Tickets: $40,
Info and Registration:
www.crimsoncoast.org
Members & Groups $35, Students
250.716.3230
$15, eyeGO (highschool students) $5) •
Info: 250.716.3230, www.crimsoncoastdance.org • NANAIMO

March Calendar
The best time to plant a tree was twenty years ago.
– Chinese proverb

We all know about the need to ‘feed’ garden
plants with lots of compost containing
nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and potassium
(K). What we don’t hear much about are the
trace elements–obscure metals like
manganese, boron, molybdenum and cobalt.
They are all soluble in one form or another and
consequently washed out of raw soils by centuries of rain. They
are rarely included in the standard fertilizer packs and probably
missing from your kitchen compost too. You can buy some of
these minerals in concentrated form, but there is a caveat. As
they are normally present only in very small amounts, an excess
can cause toxic poisoning in plants and animals–insects, birds
and mammals.
One of the safest ways to ensure a constant supply of these
trace elements is through the liberal use of seaweed and fish
fertilizer. I gather seaweed to spread over the garlic bed in winter
and the garlic seems to appreciate the touch of salt, after which
I dig the bed over and immediately replant with winter broccoli,
kale, etc.
You can also buy fish meal to add to your soil mix just before
planting—or you can make your own. Last spring, trying to
emulate life as a rugged individualist, I hauled two 20-litre
buckets down to the fish market and cadged a load of fish heads
and tails. These I covered with water, ‘seeded’ with a blend of
yeast and bacteria to enhance the breakdown and left them to
‘mature.’
What a stink! You would have thought I had a mountain of
rotting fish in the shed. Three months later I gingerly carried
the offending buckets into the darkest recesses of the garden
frantically trying not to splash myself. I parked them under a
tree and went in for a shower. A half-hour later a flock of
vultures were circling overhead–I’m not kidding! I watched the
frustrated birds from the safety of the greenhouse. I did not go
near those buckets until last week. Then when I did open the
lids, all the bones and innards were gone and I am now the
proud owner of 40 litres of gray, slightly stinky goop. This year
we will enjoy a bountiful harvest of fish-flavoured beans, fishflavoured tomatoes, fish-flavoured… I’ve been told it is good for
the complexion.
It really is getting late to plant most fruit and ornamental
trees because the roots will not have time to establish before the
dry heat of summer. Trees in pots are another matter as they
can be more efficiently watered. As I write, my little Meyer
lemon tree in the greenhouse has a couple of kilos of fine ripe
fruit. Meyers produce a great tasting lemon all year long because
they have no season. This is both an advantage and
disadvantage. It’s a disadvantage because the tree does not go
dormant and therefore requires some heat and light for the
flowers to open in the dark days of winter. If there is too much
humidity the flowers tend to get Botrytis mold and simply rot.
However, there are quite a few hardy citrus trees such as
mandarins and kumquats that flower only once in spring,
produce a late summer crop before buckling down to a semidormant time of no growth while remaining evergreen. They
will grow well in our climate and in the event of a really cold
snap they are small enough to throw a tarp over to protect
against the worst ravishes of frost.
With our ever-milder, wetter winters it is becoming easier to
grow Mediterranean trees outside. We have a healthy
persimmon next to the plums and a row of pine nut bushes still
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in pots. It may not make commercial economic sense but it sure
is fun.
The long wet springs we have had recently are ideal for those
like me with a private slug farm. Every evening from late April
through June, herds of the hungry mollusks slide up the hill to
my kitchen garden to remove all the seedlings. I beat some of
them last year by starting many plants in pots and only setting
them out when it was warmer and dryer. This year I will grow
my strawberries in pots and baskets too and suspend them 3-5
feet above ground where the pseudopods cannot climb. Heath
Robinson would be so impressed.
Last note: now is the time for seeding many early crops,
hardy ones outside and half-hardy under glass. Do try to use
seed from local stock that does best in this climate and buy them
early before the popular ones are sold out.

Recipes

In my culinary adventures it seems to me that some of the best
food combinations come from those regions that have had
successive layers of culture or civilization imposed on them. This
of course applies to most of the old world and none more so
than the island of Sicily. Settled by the Greeks about 2,500 years
ago, it became in turn Roman, then Byzantine, Arabic, and
Norman with touches of Viking, French, Tunisian, English and
modern Italian like a giant layer cake.
Caponata is a Sicilian ratatouille, a vegetable medley that
can be adapted for any occasion.
Most traditional recipes based on the ubiquitous eggplant
call for salting and drying the fruit before cooking it–a process
designed to draw out a bitter flavour located in and under the
skin. Much of this inherent bitterness has been bred out of
modern varieties, so unless you eat the skin or like your eggplant
really bland, salting is no longer necessary.
Peel, chop and fry an eggplant in hot olive oil until it is slightly
crisp. Remove and dry. Lower the heat and fry up some chopped
celery and onion until just turning soft. Return the eggplant and
add some finely chopped sun-dried tomatoes, a little sugar, a
dash of red wine vinegar, a few capers, chopped green olives,
salt and black pepper. Add enough water to keep it moist and
cook gently for about 10 minutes. Pile this onto toast for a
crostini lunch or with pasta and a couple of sausages for dinner.
To serve, and here’s the Arabic touch, dust liberally with cocoa
powder or not so liberally with grated chocolate.
Pasta con le Sarde is perhaps one of the most famous
Sicilian dishes and employs the root fennel or finoccio.
Sometimes referred to as root anise, it looks a bit like celery with
feathery leaves. To be a purist you will gather your wild fennel
in the morning before the dew has evaporated.
Take some fennel root, chop into coarse chunks and boil for
10 minutes in lots of slightly salted water. Remove the pieces,
cool and chop small. Do not throw out the water because you
will use this to cook your fennel flavoured pasta.
Fry up some chopped onion in olive oil until transparent,
add a couple of anchovies and stir for a couple more minutes.
Add the half-cooked fennel, a handful of dried currents, a
generous pinch of saffron, one or more crushed chillies and
enough salt and pepper. The original now calls for fresh filleted
sardines. Herring would work okay but I found sand dabs
worked well too and they are readily available.
Meanwhile: bring the fennel water back to a boil and cook
your favourite pasta until barely done. Drain the pasta and mix
into the vegetable/fish mess. Toss well. Sprinkle with orange
juice, chopped parsley and grated Parmesan. Turn this out onto
a large platter, decorate with home grown toasted pine nuts and
serve hot with a glass of cool dry Marsala. 0

Poll shows low awareness of Trans Mountain Pipeline expansion
While awareness of the Northern Gateway Pipeline project is
almost universal on Canada’s west coast, only 60% of British
Columbians and 28% of Alberta adults are aware of the Trans
Mountain Pipeline project.
An online poll, conducted in January by Insights West,
surveyed 512 British Columbians and 562 Albertans and found
that awareness of the Trans Mountain Pipeline expansion
project is significantly lower than the awareness of the Northern
Gateway Pipeline project.
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Three-in-five (60%) BC adults are aware of the proposed
plans to expand the Trans Mountain system by laying a twin
pipe along much of the Trans Mountain route from Edmonton,
Alberta to a dock in Burnaby. This compares to the almost
universal 96% awareness of the Northern Gateway project. For
both projects, Albertans report lower awareness than BC
residents.
Levels of support and opposition for the twinning of the
Trans Mountain Pipeline vary significantly between Alberta and
BC residents. Among those who are familiar with the project,
Albertans are twice as likely as British Columbians to support
the Trans Mountain Pipeline expansion. Three quarters (75%)
of Albertans support the initiative compared to only 38% of
British Columbians. This is almost identical to differences
between Alberta and BC adults’ support of the Enbridge
Northern Gateway Pipeline (75% support in AB; 35% support
in BC).
Among BC adults who knew of the project, 57% oppose the
Trans Mountain Pipeline expansion (31% strongly oppose)
compared to 23% of Albertans who oppose the expansion (13%
strongly oppose). Only 4% of British Columbians and 1% of
Albertans who are familiar with the proposed expansion are
unsure if they support or oppose it. 0
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Barry Avis–Parksville-Qualicum (BC NDP)
Protecting our coast: The proposed coalmine in the heart of the
Baynes Sound watershed poses serious risks to our shellfish
industry, our road safety, and the quality of our water and air.
Proposals like the Enbridge pipeline pose significant threats to
our coast. I will fight for rigorous environmental assessments
that make the protection of our coast–including our shellfish
industry, tourism and quality of life for all–the top priority.
Health Care: People in our community deserve access to the
healthcare services they need. I feel the Liberal
government hasn’t listened to our
community about our health
care needs–be it emergency
care, home care, or access to
community care. I will work with
the community to develop and implement
a comprehensive healthcare plan for our region.
Seniors: Our community has one of the highest proportions
of seniors in BC. We need to do more to ensure that supports
are in place so seniors can live in their homes for as long as it’s
safe. We also need a seniors’ advocate.
Kassandra Dycke–Comox Valley (BC NDP)
It will be critically important for government to set clear
priorities in order to change things for the better for people in
British Columbia. In the Comox Valley, here’s what I would do
about 3 key issues:
Resource Development: Welcome projects that represent a
net benefit for the Valley, including secondary processing
opportunities. Projects such as the proposed Raven Coal Mine
and Enbridge Pipeline present serious risks, and threaten
current sustainable industries like shellfish and tourism. We
must establish and enforce rigorous environmental standards
and consult with the community as an equal and empowered
stakeholder.
Seniors Care: Invest in the comprehensive public care
system our seniors deserve, with a focus on supporting seniors
in retaining independence in their own homes. Provide services
with a commitment to ensuring safety, dignity, affordability and
accessibility.
Food Security: Strengthen our local economy by supporting
agrifoods businesses to grow their market and viability. Protect
the integrity of ALR land and provide incentives to grow crops.
Improve assistance for new farmers, and make local food more
easily available.
Nick Facey–North Island (BC Liberal)
Jobs: The North Island needs jobs to support its families and
provide the foundation for healthy communities–jobs that pay
well and provide the benefits families need. We need to promote
responsible business, not protest every opportunity for good
jobs, in order to provide for our families, and fund our health
care, education and infrastructure needs.
Infrastructure: We have a new hospital planned–it’s time to
get construction started rather than grind away that
opportunity. Past that major investment, the needs include
further improving the road system, extending the natural gas
line, and most importantly, improving North Island safety with
consistent communication access via extended cell coverage.
Education: To take advantage of our growth opportunities,
and improve youth retention, we need more trades-focused
training on the North Island to complement the strong
education base in place today.
Gary Holman–Saanich N & The Islands (BC NDP)
Community economic development, broadly defined, is a
priority for me. The NDP have committed to strengthen rural
health care, create ‘buy local’ programs to support farmers,
recognize BC Ferries as part of our public transportation system,

ensure stable tourism industry funding, reinvest the carbon tax
in transit and energy conservation retrofits, increase skills
training, and tackle poverty.
We must protect our precious coastline from oil spills. The
NDP opposes the Enbridge pipeline and supports the long
standing moratorium on north coast tanker traffic. We will
ensure that pipeline proposals are subject to BC environmental
assessments–necessary due process for a provincial

This edition, Island Tides asked:

from our homes and jobs. I will lobby for reasonable and reliable
ferry service and for investments into a more efficient transit
service, connecting workers to their employers.
Claire Trevena–North Island (BC NDP)
Forestry has been the foundation of the North Island
economy but there has been huge neglect over the last dozen
years. We would invest in forest health and silviculture so we
have an industry in the future, as well as restricting raw log
exports so we can benefit fully from the resource by developing
value-added.
The huge levels of inequality need to
be addressed; poverty has grown
and deepened in all our
communities, with kids going to
school hungry and parents managing
minimum wage jobs to keep food on the table.
We have committed to a poverty reduction plan which would
have fixed targets and timelines to ensure that everyone truly
has equality of opportunity.
Island residents continue to be frustrated by the high cost of
our privatised ferry corporation. Ferries are part of our
provincial infrastructure, like highways and bridges, and so
should be an integrated part of the transportation and highways
systems. We have to tackle the spiralling fares which are pricing
people out of their homes and killing rural communities.
Jessica VanderVeen–Oak Bay-Gordon Head (BC NDP)
Environmental protection and sustainable economy: Our coast
and environment are put at great risk by weakened
environmental standards and surrendering key decisions to the
federal government. I will work to build tough, made-in-BC
assessments that give our communities a real voice. Instead of
an economy that is focussed on exporting raw resources, I will
work for a diversified economy wherein we promote tourism,
small business and the high-tech sector.
Senior’s health: We need better home care and support so
seniors can live independently in their homes for as long as
possible. When seniors do need care outside their homes, they
should be able to continue living in the community they know
and love. That’s why I fought to save Oak Bay Lodge and Mount
Tolmie Hospital.
Education and opportunities: Young people need access to
education and skills training for the jobs of the future. I will
continue to advocate for more support for special needs in
Kindergarten to Grade 12, and for student grants that give
students access to higher education and reduce student debt.
Andrew Weaver–Oak Bay-Gordon Head (BC Green)
Creating policy that supports the transition to an economy
focused on clean energy, away from fossil fuel dependence, is a
top priority. We need to support renewable energy and energy
efficiency, and the creation of sustainable, locally and regionally
based economies and jobs. This would include opposing the
escalation of oil tankers destined for foreign markets along our
fragile coastline.
I firmly support electoral reform and would establish a
citizen-led process to design a system of proportional
representation that truly represents and engages citizens in our
democratic process. Our current system of ‘first past the post’ is
outdated and does not reflect the diversity in our communities
and a modern society’s expectation that political decisionmaking be non-partisan and inclusive.
Making MLAs more politically accountable to local
constituents is also a priority. Greens believe in giving elected
members the political independence to act and vote based on
their individual assessments of particular issues, not on those
of the party leader. This will allow our MLAs to faithfully
represent their riding constituents at the provincial level. 0

‘What will you do about
three issues in your constituency?’
government if forced into a legal fight to stop a project.
There are exciting opportunities here to protect our natural
heritage, including Crown lands and a Marine Conservation
Area, with First Nations cooperation. We need to better manage
private forest land on our islands.
These measures will create new jobs, improve our quality of
life, attract new residents and visitors to our communities, and
address environmental challenges like climate change and
water protection.
Susan Low–Esquimalt-Royal Roads (BC Green)
We need to develop a local economy that can withstand shifting
global trends. Small businesses are the foundation of our
economy. As an MLA I will support reducing red tape while
developing local investment funds and entrepreneur training
programs.
The ‘Colwood Crawl’ is frustrating for drivers, costly for
businesses, and contributes to carbon emissions. I support
HOV/bus lanes and increasing community bus service in the
Westshore. I’d support a fiscally responsible way to use the E&N
rail and bike routes to ease vehicle traffic pressure. A commuter
boat service is another option, though it has to be made
financially sustainable.
The plan to treat our sewage at McLaughlin Point fails to
provide the long-term solution this region needs. Sewage
treatment will cost more than any infrastructure project in
Greater Victoria’s history, so we must be certain that it will
provide value. As an MLA I will advocate to government to
require the CRD to do health and environmental impact
analyses on their proposal. We will proceed with the right
sewage treatment in a timely manner.
Adam Olsen–Saanich N & The Islands (BC Green)
The People: Together, we need to build bridges across
political, social and cultural divides. This is the work I’ve focused
on in the past four years and I will commit to continue this work.
It is only through working collaboratively that we find the best
community solutions.
I will host community roundtables welcoming all members
of our community to discuss our opportunities and challenges.
We’ll address pressing issues such as community planning,
workforce housing, treaties, transportation and agriculture, and
explore discussion with the municipality, community, first
nations and businesses.
Local Economy: Despite healthy tourism in our region,
many visitors simply pass through Saanich North and the
Islands on their way elsewhere. We are Victoria’s gateway and
should seize the opportunity to retain visitors. I support the new
tourist information centre proposed by the Peninsula Chamber
of Commerce.
Transportation: We rely on transportation to get us to and
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$1 billion North Island dam project one step closer

Plans for the reconstruction of the John Hart
generating station are one step closer to reality
according to North Island MLA Claire Trevena.
The Legislature passed second reading of a
bill which amends the boundaries of Elk Falls
Provincial Park to allow for the construction
work to start.
On speaking in favour of the bill, Trevena
said: ‘I’m very pleased to see that this bill has
come before the House so early in our very
brief session. I know we’re only here for a few
weeks, but it was important that this came
early so that BCHydro can move on with its
planned project to replace the John Hart
generating station.
‘To do that it needed to have two things in

this period. It needed BCUC to give its final
support, and that happened last week. Now it
needed this paragraph that is in Bill 5 that
removes part of Elk Falls Provincial Park from
the park and will allow BC Hydro to get on with
construction of the John Hart generating
station.’
In speaking on the bill, Trevena spoke about
the historic and current importance of
BCHydro in the economic development of
Campbell River. The $1.2 billion John Hart
dam project will be a major economic driver for
the community.
The bill will now be examined by committee
before being passed after third reading. 0
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A Fisherman’s Cure – Ralph Shaw
moking and drying fish has to be one of
the most ancient skills passed down from
our earliest ancestors to modern man. I
inherited my skills from my grandfather who
was considered a master of smoking fish in the
community of Cold Lake where I grew up
during the Great Depression. The smells of
smoked fish that drifted from his towered
smokehouse were enough to drive young boys
to planning raids on the delicious treats curing
in the magic tower.
Towered smokehouses
have been mostly replaced
by small metal smokers that
run on chips or ultra modern
insulated boxes that run on
small circular cakes of
sawdust called pucks. These
modern smokehouses suit our urban societies
where we live on small lots with limited space.
Pictured here are two pieces of steelhead
and a fillet from an eastern brook trout. They
were cured this past weekend in our smoker
and represent the high-end of fish we smoke.
In the case of the trout, its flesh is a deep red
and oozing with fat. The steelhead, on the other
hand, is a light red and heavily muscled to
adapt to the fish’s challenging environment of
strong river and ocean currents.
Over the years, Elaine has developed her
own formula for making the brine we cure our
fish with prior to smoking. The ingredients of
her special formula are passed down to the
female members of clan and even I do not
know all the intimate details of her magic
potions. This much I can divulge, over time she
has changed the portions of salt to sugar in the
following manner: two portions of dark brown
sugar to one of pickling salt and then she adds
a series of spices. The mix is always done a
couple of days in advance of the brining
process. We put the mix on in a solid form
rather than liquid brine. We find that shortly
after the mix is applied it makes it own liquid
combined with the natural juices from the fish.
If we are using frozen fish, we always make

certain it is completely thawed prior to brining.
Our fish are soaked for at least 24 hours at cool
temperatures. Before it is put on the smoker
racks it is wiped with paper towels to remove
excessive moisture and solid residue from the
brine mix. If we are smoking fish to be canned
we always smoke it so that it is still limp when
put in the jars—this avoids overly dry fish after
processing in the canner.
You can smoke virtually every species of fish
we catch depending on your
personal tastes. The time you
process your fish is
dependent on the heat and
smoking characteristics of
your personal smoker. Over
the years I have learned that
you cannot be too vigilant in
keeping track of the degree of cooking your fish
are undergoing; drying on the edges is a sign of
getting done. Do not hesitate to move racks up
and down in the smoker as the smoking
progresses. Those at the bottom usually cook
faster than the racks higher up in the smoker.
It is better to err on the side of low heat and a
longer smoking process rather than too much
heat and a quicker cooking result.
Finally, when you decide your smoking
cycle is complete, it is important to leave the
fish in the smoker for 24 hours if at all possible,
allowing the curing process to be complete.
This will avoid portions of the fish tasting
unduly salty and will give your product a
succulent mellow flavor.
Among my many sins is being a student of
the responsible mysteries of single malt Scotch
whisky. The secrets of the malting process of
each whisky are closely guarded. There are
many similarities to the process of smoking fish
and making whisky. Just as some whiskies are
peaty or oak flavoured depending on the
malting process, so is fish flavoured by the
material used in the curing process. There are
many kinds of wood you can use, and in our
case I like hickory; but, like single malt whisky,
it’s all good. 0
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Saturna Notes
Libraries Then & Now

I have a Saturna Island Library card! We have had many
systems of procuring books at Saturna’s library but never have
had library cards! Always, we had very organized lists of who
borrowed what, on what day, and the expected date of return.
Getting a card calls for having official identification. As most
of us came in just to get a book, we were not equipped, so the
necessity was waived. The plastic cards are gorgeous, brilliant
colours and a brilliant idea—the front features a reproduction
of one of local artist Jack Campbell’s paintings which hangs
prominently in the library. Join the library and you have your
very own tiny Jack Campbell painting!
We have gone through many manifestations of library
service on Saturna. When I first came to the Island in 1970 and
lived on Campbell’s Farm, Jim and Lorraine were avid users of
the Open Shelf Library—what a positive and enticing name! You
ordered catalogues in your field of interest, then mailed your
carefully filled out request form and waited an indeterminate
amount of time—perhaps two weeks—for your bonanza to
arrive. Your books might come from libraries all over BC; piles
of them, 6 or 8 at a time on any arcane subject you could think
of. Every member of the family could have their own request
forms. As the books had heavy brownpaper covers, you could
easily tell them apart from your own books and they could
endure lots of mailings, and whatever backwoods delivery
system got them to your home.
You didn’t have the joy of roaming the stacks, so you ticked
a little box that asked would you accept substitutions from your
first choice. As you can imagine, sometimes what the librarian
thought might be just the ticket for your interest turned out to
be fascinating—and one you would never have chosen!
It was an exciting day when the pile of books arrived at the
Post Office. Could you lug them all the way home that particular
day? Coming home on the evening boat on the Mayne Queen,
which at that time went all about the Islands, you would see kids
sitting or lolling about on the carpet—heaps of books, heaps of
kids—reading, absorbed.
On Saturna, we house the library under Saint Christopher’s
church on Church Hill. Don McClellan had the idea for the library
as someone, who lived out at East Point, had a truckload of books
they wanted to get rid of. Marge Nelson ‘inherited’ the project and
enlisted the support of the Saturna Community Club.
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Marge and Ishbel Elliot asked regularly around the
community for Islanders to drop off books at the library that
they no longer wanted and, together with another lady named
Margaret who came and went, they loaded shelves and signed
books out for readers. When Marge lost her eyesight, Pat Polster
took over and a strong team has been in place ever since.
Our library (not the smallest, Piers Island gets that distinction)
belongs to the Southern Gulf Islands Library Committee which
meets twice a year, and to the BC Libraries Cooperative. What has
been clear from the get-go is how much the community loves
reading books, and is willing to maintain a system and a place to
make that activity available to all.
The library is a hub of the community. Now, there is a
hardworking group of about 25 dedicated volunteers. Quality
books–donated to the library–are sold by the bagful at the
Saturna Lamb BBQ, and are a huge fundraiser for the library.
Dependable financial support for the library comes from the
property taxes based on population.
Now, computers, a plastic card, slick as a whistle, and the
book is yours for a length of time! Under this new system, you
will even get a ‘courtesy reminder’ and can use a new website to
peruse all the choices available. The system speeds check-out
time. You used to chat with the volunteer librarian while the
title, your name, date loaned, date due, were filled in on sheets
and sheets of lined paper. The library in our community is so
much more than a place to get a book. It is a place to view books,
and–just as important–to chat with people who love books and
live alongside you in your community. What a civilized mutual
effort!

Recycling Efforts Help School Ski Trip

Last Saturday the parents of kids of Saturna Island Elementary
were holding their three-times-a-year Bottle Drive at the
General Store. Kids, parents and store-owner Jon have devised
such a system of bins, counting, and sorting that, even as the
donations roll in from generous Islanders, the recycling effort
is correctly organized and tidy for the Store. By the end of the
day, all is counted and accounted and the money turned back
to the parents—about $500 this year. Alongside their parents,
preschool siblings, and—this time—a willing grandma, the kids
work hard and still find time to lark about. Working together is
all part of how the Ski Trip money is raised. 0

Award for Saanich sustainable energy project
The Capital Regional District (CRD) is the proud recipient of the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) Sustainable
Community Award in the ‘Energy’ category. The award was
presented at the 2013 FCM Sustainable Communities Awards
in Windsor, Ontario on February 13.
The CRD was honoured in recognition of the Saanich
Peninsula Thermal Energy Recovery pilot project which
captures thermal energy from wastewater effluent to provide
hot water and space heating, using heat recovery technology, at
the Panorama Recreation Centre pool.
Since commissioning, the system has saved the district over
$60,000 in operating costs and reduced greenhouse gas
emissions by more than 800 tonnes. Ongoing optimization of
the system will achieve further savings for the district.
‘The lessons learned from the pilot will provide an invaluable
guide for implementing future energy recovery systems in the
Capital Region,’ said Larisa Hutcheson, General Manager

Environmental Sustainability. ‘This pilot project is a catalyst for
the CRD in investigating and planning four more district energy
systems that would use renewable energy generated from the
region’s sewer and water conveyance systems.’
‘The pilot was made possible through financial support from
the Gas Tax Agreement Innovations Fund,’ said CRD Chief
Administrative Officer Robert Lapham. ‘We are delighted to
have been recognized with this award and are glad to have the
opportunity to be part of the solution with methods to recover
and reuse energy.’
The project would not have been possible without the
support of the Peninsula Recreation Commission, Saanich
Peninsula Wastewater Commission and CRD employees,
including engineers and staff at the Panorama Recreation
Centre and the Saanich Peninsula Wastewater Treatment Plant.
For more information, visit the CRD website at:
www.crd.bc.ca/wastewater/saanich-thermal-ww.htm. 0

Upcoming Salt Spring Resilience Fair: focusing on
solutions & engagement, still has room for more groups

Every year, Salt Spring Transition hosts an event that celebrates
exciting initiatives on Salt Spring and promotes big picture
thinking and discussion. On Saturday, March 23, the group is
inviting the entire community to ‘Exploring Resilience and
Climate Action on Salt Spring.’ The event features a ‘Resilience
Fair’.
From 1-4pm at Mahon Hall, the event will begin with a talk
recorded especially for Salt Spring by Transition Movement
founder Rob Hopkins, highlighting intriguing projects from
Transition Groups around the world.
The entire day is about solutions. Successes on Salt Spring
will be highlighted and celebrated as well as projects from
Canada and around the world.
Keynote speaker will be Michael Lewis, Executive Director
of the Canadian Centre for Community Renewal, and author of
the book The Resilience Imperative: Cooperative Transitions
to a Steady State Economy. Lewis will highlight powerful
trends shaping the choices we have as a species. He notes that
we have already altered the climate, and unless we adapt in ways
that radically reduce carbon at the same time, the prognosis is
not good. Growing human numbers mean that basic needs for

food, energy and shelter will not be adequately met without
creative and vigorous solutions. Lewis will introduce his
thinking about some of the paths forward through diverse
innovations.
The Resilience Fair part of the day is all about community
engagement. During this browse and talk session, attendees will
be able to help community groups at their tables, by answering
each group’s key community feedback question.
There will be refreshments, fun, some prizes, and the
afternoon is free to all, thanks to a grant from the Local Trust
Committee.
There is room for more groups to participate in the
Resilience Fair, please phone Jean Gelwicks 250.537.4859 to
register by March 10, and either Jean or Jon Healey
250.537.1222 with questions. 0

Jean Gelwicks has just received a BC Community Achievers
Reward for environmental stewardship. Jean’s extraordinary
contributions are examples of her commitment to better her
community. These include Transition Salt Spring, Partners
Creating Pathways, Salt Spring Island Conservancy and its
Stewards in Training program.

LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION
TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF
CROWN LAND

Take notice that Nancy Lynn
Farran of West Vancouver, BC,
intends to make application to
Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations
(MFLNRO), West Coast Service
Centre for a Specific Permission
for Private Moorage situated
on Provincial Crown land
located
at
Saltspring
Island/vicinity
of
Long
Harbour.
The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is File # 1414065
Written comments concerning
this application should be
directed to the Section Head,
Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations at
142 - 2080 Labieux Rd,
Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6J9, or
emailed
to:
Authorizing
Agency.Nanaimo@gov.bc.ca.
Comments will be received by
MFLNRO until March 20, 2013.
MFLNRO may not be able to
consider comments received
after this date. Please visit our
w e b s i t e :
http://arfd.gov.bc.ca/Applicati
onPosting/index.jsp for more
information.
Be advised that any response to
this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information, contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor.
ADVERTISING MAP - 1414065

COWICHAN DISTRICT
NORTH SALTSPRING ISLAND

FILE: 1414065

LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION
TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF
CROWN LAND

Take notice that Ernest and
Mary Pennell of Saltspring
Island, BC, intends to make
application to Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource
Operations
(MFLNRO), West Coast Service
Centre for a Specific Permission
for Private Moorage situated
on Provincial Crown land
located
at
Southey
Point/Vicinity
of
Stuart
Channel.
The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is File # 1408635
Written comments concerning
this application should be
directed to the Section Head,
Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations at
142 - 2080 Labieux Rd,
Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6J9, or
emailed
to:
Authorizing
Agency.Nanaimo@gov.bc.ca.
Comments will be received by
MFLNRO until March 31, 2013.
MFLNRO may not be able to
consider comments received
after this date. Please visit our
w e b s i t e :
http://arfd.gov.bc.ca/Applicati
onPosting/index.jsp for more
information.
Be advised that any response to
this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information, contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor.
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New commissioner takes on
communications role

SGI CRD Director Dave Howe has appointed Wendy Gardner
to represent the Pender Islands on the Southern Gulf Islands
Economic Development Commission. Howe invited Gardner
to consider filling the vacant seat because ‘she is a woman who
is passionate about the things she chooses to champion and sees
the issues at hand with fresh eyes.’ A relative newcomer to
Pender, Gardner and her husband Ian Pirie moved from
Oakville, Ontario with two of their five children, returning to the
west coast after a 17-year absence.
Asked why she accepted the position, Gardner offered that
she ‘appreciates that there are economic challenges for young
families trying to live in the Gulf Islands and without a viable
workforce, services diminish as people move to more
economically stable communities.’ She attended her first Pender
Island Advisory Committee meeting to champion her belief that
providing transitional housing options for seniors would reduce
the number of people who felt compelled to leave Pender when
no longer able to manage their current properties. This in turn
would help create year-round jobs for caregivers, wellness
practitioners and specialized service providers.
Impressed by the diversity and talent of people attending the
Advisory Committee meetings on Pender and the ideas being
forwarded, she decided to accept Howe’s call to sit on the
Commission. The Commission was established in April 2012 to
‘work toward achieving a resilient and sustainable local
economy’ on the Southern Gulf Islands. The purpose of the
Commission is to ‘assist in preserving and strengthening
existing business, attracting new business, and coordinating
local economic development initiatives that contribute to
economic prosperity, social equity and environmental quality.’
Gardner joins Michael Hoebel (the Commission Chair),
Richard De Armond, and Larry Peck representing Galiano,
Mayne and Saturna respectively.
Regional initiatives that are currently being addressed are:
‘Experience the Gulf Islands’ initiative (see Island Tides,
January 17, page 6); transportation, both inter-islands and onislands; broadband infrastructure; social finance; education;
resource inventory; and communications.
At her first EDC meeting on January 28, Gardner agreed to
take on communications and to that end has a website under
construction which she hopes to launch early in March (see ad,
page 2). The website will enable the public to: access pertinent
information regarding the Commission and the Advisory
Committees, see the progress on initiatives and offer feedback.
COMMISSION, please turn to next page

UNITING ISLANDS BIG AND SMALL

Voluntary Subscriptions help
keep all this great news coming!

If you receive Island Tides in your mailbox, pick
it up at a yellow box or rack located from Victoria
to Campbell River, or read online, you can show
your support with a voluntary subscription of
$25 + $3hst = $28 (or amount of your choice).

BUT WAIT! THERE’S MORE!

We have a fun
opportunity for
voluntary
subscribers:
‘double your sub’
to $56, and ask
for your very
own Island
Tides T-shirt!

BE PART OF THE GOOD NEWS
Sincere thanks to our
readers who have sent 2013
voluntary subscriptions already!

Please mail subscriptions to:
Box 55, Pender Island, BC V0N 2M0
Or call 250.629.3660 with your VISA/MC
www.islandtides.com

Signing-up in flocks: 75% oppose mine
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RAVEN GETS SIGNATURES

On February 16, Denman Opposes Coal (DOC) delivered a thick stack of signatures to bolster
others for submission to the BC Legislature on a petition initiated by Water Watch Comox
Valley.
DOC collected 2,635 signatures on Denman Island in opposition to the proposed Raven
Coal Mine at Fanny Bay on eastern Vancouver Island. Signatories included both visitors to
Denman Island and 75% of Denman residents.
‘When we started, we thought it was too ambitious to consider a goal of even 1,000
signatures, but people were eager to register their opposition to the mine. We spoke to lots of
tourists who were shocked to learn of the mine proposal, saying that it would have a real effect
on the pristine nature of the Baynes Sound area as a tourist destination,’ commented Patti
Willis for DOC. ‘They also worried about the effect on the shellfish industry.’
Denman Island is the largest population centre in proximity to the proposed coal mine. 0

American pioneers smaller lot conservation
Chris Bowers

Gabriola resident and US citizen Sally Robinson started looking
for a way to protect her Gabriola property from overdevelopment many years ago.
The search took some time, Robinson told Gabriola’s Flying
Shingle at her home on Cooper Road. Whenever she showed
her lawyer in Illinois the templates of some of the covenant
agreements she was considering, he told her, ‘you can’t sign
this’.

Conservancy For Small Lots

The agreements she considered, including those of the Islands
Trust, she said, were all written by lawyers of land
conservancies. She said the agreements were based on large
tracts of land. In her case, she said, ‘this is a small tract in a builtup neighbourhood, so that the idea of keeping the public out is
very nearly ridiculous.’
‘People are going to trespass,’ she said, ‘and if they do, the
trust agreements that I looked at would pretty much hold the
landowner responsible for any damage. And furthermore the
penalty for any damage that could not be rectified would go on
in perpetuity.’
Robinson said another concern she had with many of the
conservancy templates she reviewed was that if either party
breaks the agreement, it will ‘go straight into a lawsuit’.
Fortunately, Robinson said, the Islands Trust referred her
to the American Friends of Canadian Land Trusts (AFCLT).
With them, and the help of the Gabriola Lands and Trails Trust
(GaLTT), she was able to work out an agreement that met with
the approval of lawyers on both sides of the border.
Thanks to that agreement, Robinson hopes to protect her
property from over-development, and has also okayed public
access to a trail that runs between Gabriola’s Cooper and
Thompson roads to Islands View Drive, close to a beach access.
GaLLT President John Peirce added that Alysoun Wells, a
neighbour on Thompson Road, also gave GaLTT a license for a
trail that runs east-west between Thompson and Cooper to
which Robinson’s trail connects.

Community Benefits & Tax Breaks

Peirce explained that the chief incentive for US landowners to
covenant their land is that they are eligible for income tax
deductions, potential capital gains reductions, and have a ‘good
argument’ for a reduction in property taxes.
He said the reason for Robinson’s tax breaks ‘comes from
the fact that there are two building densities that will be
extinguished.’ Robinson added that there are also building

restrictions in the agreement that ‘would make it difficult to
build a McMansion on this site.’
The covenant will be co-held by the American Friends of
Canadian Land Trusts and GaLTT, Robinson said, and one of
the articles she insisted on was a mediation procedure so that
differences don’t have to be settled by a lawsuit.
Being able to mediate issues is important, she said because
‘at least in theory this agreement is forever, and who knows who
is going to be involved, and what their values, needs, and ideas
are going to be generations from now?’

Dual Purpose

Peirce explained that Robinson’s agreement ‘is a covenant with
a trail licence written into it.’
Robinson said GaLTT came to her first asking for a trail
license. She said she liked the idea of having a local organisation
‘with a set trail used by people who are interested in
conservation’ monitoring the woods. She added that as she
walks with two canes, she ‘can’t go on inspection trips. This is
another reason why it is important that the public be given
controlled access to some of these sites. Because they in fact
patrol them and also they come to personally value them.’
Hers is the first BC property American Friends has taken on,
Robinson said, and ‘the negotiations have been very friendly
and cooperative—all credit to John Peirce, without whom I
could not have done this, and to Sandy Tassel who represents
American Friends and who has navigated the path on the
United States side of the border.’

Other Islands Too

Peirce said GaLTT wants to create a flow chart of ‘how to do this
the next time, because it has not been easy. It was sort of like
navigating through a tricky channel in the fog.’
‘There have been an enormous number of technicalities,’
Robinson agreed.
You have to be a US citizen to go the AFCLT route. AFCLT
also requires that the site being conserved be ‘significant,’
Robinson says. ‘You have to justify why this land is worth
preserving.’ Peirce comments that because we are in the coastal
Douglas Fir eco-zone just about anywhere will qualify.
‘This is significant beyond Gabriola,’ Robinson adds, because
US citizens own quite a lot of property on the Islands of the
Salish Sea. 0
This reprinted article is ©2013 The Flying Shingle, Gabriola
Island, editor@FlyingShingle.com.

Green light for Galiano water conservation program

The Galiano Green Affordable Home Ownership Community
has just overcome one of the last major hurdles in obtaining
rezoning for its planned 20 owner-built homes on leased land
which will be administered by the Galiano Land and
Community Housing Trust. A key component of the plan will
be the Galiano Green Water Conservation Program which has
been submitted to the Islands Trust for their approval.
Al Kohut’s report states that, ‘It should be entirely feasible
to meet the potable water demands of 20 individual residences
with occupancy rates of 1 to 3 persons using rainwater
harvesting systems with adequate storage. These harvesting
systems and associated water treatment systems will be
engineered and designed following available guidelines,
standards and requirements of the Capital Regional District
where applicable.’
Maximum demand on the well is anticipated to be relatively
low at 420 imperial gallons per day and should not have any
detrimental quantity or quality effect on the closest
neighbouring Galiano Housing Society well (WTN 59275) or
any other wells in the region. Water quality of the Galiano Green
well when last sampled in January 2013 met or exceeded the
Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water.
All houses will rely on 100% harvested rainwater which will
be collected from their roofs and stored in tanks. There will be
sufficient water to provide for all household needs including
laundry if owners choose to install a washing machine. If
homeowners choose not to install a washing machine in the

house and decide to use the project community laundry or
Manzanita Mall laundry, they can reduce their household water
consumption by 20%.
On the recommendation of the Islands Trust, Bob Burgess
at Rainwater Connection has been contacted for his experience
in designing rainwater systems on the Gulf Islands. He has
installed several rainwater harvesting systems over the years on
Galiano will be providing a report to the Islands Trust.
A very timely article has just appeared on the BBC website:
‘Global standards target water waste’ by Mark Kinver detailing
the UK’s world-leader Carbon Trust’s establishment of an
international standard on water reduction. The standard
requires measuring water-use and demonstrating steps to
reduce consumption. The concern is that global warming will
also result in decreased fresh water supplies while demand for
fresh water will be growing by 18% in developed nations by 2025
and developing nations by 50%.
Galiano Green Affordable Home Ownership Community is
designed as starter homes for singles, couples or new families
who would like to own their own home without the high cost of
owning land. Affordable 99-year leases, eliminating the costs of
road access, and installed hydro power and septic systems,
together with sweat equity are factors which make the housing
affordable.
In the near future, open houses will be announced. For
further information, please consult the organization’s website
at www.galianogreen.org. 0
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had verified the change with several
had originally intended to write this
scientists, external to DFO. He
column about my trip to
Washington,
DC
on
called Dr Jeff Hutchings at
‘… now a
February 7-8, when I met with
Dalhousie University who
United States Senators and
re-confirmed the changes.
departmental veto
Congresspersons
about
on applying for research Then Harris received
climate and the Keystone XL
support
from
an
grants or submitting
pipeline. In brief, the trip
unexpected source—an
results to peer-reviewed anonymous DFO scientist
was very successful in
journals fits in the larger posted the email from
making links with strong
systemic
proponents of climate action.
Michelle Wheatley, the
dismantling…’
Things are moving. The US
Central and Arctic science
General Accountability Office had
director, sent out to detail the
decided that as a threat to federal
new publication policy.
government finances, climate change is now
The anonymous scientist wrote, ‘Here is the
classed ‘high risk’.
e-mail I got from my division manager on
I had planned a media availability session January 29, 2013: ‘Subject: New Publication
at the unfortunate time of Friday afternoon at Review Committee (PRC) Procedures for C&A
4pm, as it was the only time when I wasn’t busy Science …’. The email was reproduced in full,
in meetings. By complete fluke, Minister of and began, ‘This message is regarding the new
Foreign Affairs, John Baird, came to Publication Review Committee procedures for
Washington, DC the same day and held a joint C&A Science…’
press conference with US Secretary of State
The email noted that the new policy was to
John Kerry at 2pm. Thanks to Minister Baird, take effect on February 1, 2013.
my press conference was perfectly timed and a
The anonymous scientist concluded: ‘You
ton of media showed up. In the Twitter world, decide who’s being untruthful.’
this could all be explained with #synchronicity.
A few days after DFO tried to deny that
And further to my last column, President there were any changes, the Vancouver Sun
Barack Obama did indeed make climate action broke the story of a US scientist, doing
a significant part of his State of the Union collaborative work with DFO, who is refusing
address. While the Globe and Mail described to sign the new conditions. Calling it a
this as a ‘surprise’, readers of Island Tides were ‘potential muzzle,’ Dr Andreas Muenchow, of
likely not surprised.
the University of Delaware told the Sun, ‘I’m
Though there is much to share about events not signing it.’ Muenchow has been working
in Washington, new developments in the on a project with DFO scientists in the Eastern
repression of Canadian science are more Arctic since 2003.
urgent. ‘Chilling’ is the word that has been used
In 2003, when the collaborative research
in media reports, and ‘chilling’ it is.
project began, there were quite different rules
Back in October 2011, I wrote in Island about sharing data: ‘Data and any other
Tides about the muzzling of DFO scientists. The project-related information shall be freely
scientist in question, Dr Kristi Miller, had available to all Parties to this Agreement and
achieved levels of scientific respect as her work may be used, disseminated or published, at any
on viruses linked to salmon aquaculture time.’
operations had been published in the
Within days of of February 1st’s new
internationally prestigious journal Science. publication policy, on February 7, came
When Science attempted to arrange media another DFO email to scientists: now they must
interviews with Dr Miller, the Privy Council obtain prior consent before applying for
research grants.
Office ordered her to refuse.
You can see where this is going. It is not
It seems that the public outcry over that
event, and others including ozone scientists at enough to muzzle scientists like Dr Miller when
Environment Canada, led the Prime Minister’s their research is published. The tightening of
Office to decide the contractual arrangements control over science must be established far
with scientists were too lax. As of February 1 earlier in the process. Stop the research from
this year, new rules were put in place requiring being submitted to journals. Stop the scientists
all scientists working on projects in conjunction from collaborating with others. Stop scientists
with DFO in the Central and Arctic Region to from applying for research grants. Stop science
treat all information as proprietary to DFO, from happening at all.
and—worse—await departmental approval
The elimination of whole branches of
before submitting research to any scientific scientific work within the federal government,
journals.
the slashing of governmental funds for science,
The story was broken by veteran journalist and now a departmental veto on applying for
Michael Harris, in the online journal iPolitics. research grants or submitting results to peerHarris has been one of the few journalists reviewed journals fits in the larger systemic
willing to dig into the pervasive repression, dismantling of any aspect of governmental
slashing of science and rejection of evidence- activities that could throw doubt on the
based decision-making in Harper’s Ottawa.
wisdom of pressing for rapid expansion of
The reaction from DFO was swift. It posted fossil fuel exploitation.
this attack on its website:
‘Chilling’ is one word, but it does not seem
‘The iPolitics story by Michael Harris adequate to this development. This is the 21st
published on February 7th, 2013 is untrue. Century equivalent of the Dark Ages. This is
There have been no changes to the book burning and superstition run rampant.
Department’s publication policy.’
This is the administration of a steady, slow drip
Harris recounts that he was stunned. He of poison to a weakening democracy. 0

Police internet access bill dies

Bill C-30, the quaintly named ‘Protecting Children from Internet Predators Act’ will not be
pursued any further in Parliament by the government.
The bill, which would have given police extraordinary powers to obtain information from
Internet Service Providers without a warrant, met with significant public resistance when it was
introduced by Public Safety Minister Vic Toews. Famously, he asked Canadians to ‘either stand
with us or with the child pornographers.’
Opposition to the bill characterized it as overreaching and an unnecessary attack on personal
privacy. However, recent actions under the new Copyright Modernization Act might be used by
copyright holders to obtain information about selected internet users.
European law provides for the collection of data, but under strict limitations as to its relevance
to published purpose, exchange with other corporations and countries, and retention time. US law
provides few limits on the accumulation, exchange, or sale of data by private companies, but does
limit government access. However, ‘national security’ legislation trumps any limits there are. 0
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- 6” Water Collection Gutters
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Get a headstart on
spring cleaning!
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REYNOLDS

250-537-4208

www.nickelbros.com
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drill@drillwell.com

“We don’t stand
behind our work,
we stand behind a tree.”
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Tightening the grip: muzzling of
scientists ramps up - Elizabeth May, MP

Pender Island: Room in shared twobedroom house. Waterfront, central
location, close to all amenities.
$350+share of utilities. Parking and
laundry included. Suits working guy.
penderislandrental@gmail.com.

HELP WANTED

Pender Island: part-time and relief
home care needed. Experience an
asset, but will train capable and
reliable person. For info call
250.629.6973.

M A R I N E

• harvesting systems
• design • installation
• service
BOB BURGESS

250-246-2155

bob@rainwaterconnection.com
www.rainwaterconnection.com

MEET ING S

School District #64 (Gulf Islands).
A regular meeting of the Board
of School Trustees will be held
at Pender Islands School, Pender
Island, Wednesday, March 13, 2013
commencing at 1pm. To view the
agenda,
see
http://sd64.bc.ca/district/schoolboard-meetings. Public Welcome!
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INSTALLED, SERVICED,
MAINTAINED

On Time & On Budget

• Foreshore Applications
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• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker

250-537-9710

Dock Chain Inspection
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Chris West
Dive Services
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cdwest@telus.net

www.islandmarine.ca
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COMMISSION from previous page

‘The point,’ says Gardner, ‘is to inform,
educate, share and generate meaningful
community participation for the collective
social, financial and environmental wellbeing of
the Southern Gulf Island residents.’ Once
launched, the website can be found at
www.sustainableislands.ca (see ad page 2).
Besides pursuing a number of regional

initiatives the Commission has set up Advisory
Committees on each island. Shahid Hussain is
the Chair for the Pender Committee, Brian
Crumblehulme for Mayne, Justin Stephenson
for Galiano and John Simpson for Saturna. The
next scheduled meeting for the Pender Island
committee was February 25, 7-9pm at Hope
Bay Bible Camp. 0
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‘I love the bruised mauve of winter sunrises,’ said Terrill. She found inspiration in the ‘anti-westcoast-winter-depression powers’ of this Mayne Island dawn.

H
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Coast book publishers taking big steps

Aging in Place Specialists

250 - 382 - 2328 www.SeniorCareandFitness.com

arbour Publishing, owned by Howard and Mary
White, have entered into an agreement to buy the
assets of the Douglas & McIntyre (D&M) flagship
imprint. All books contracted or published under the
Douglas & McIntyre imprint are included in the sale.
Howard White says his Madeira Park, Sunshine Coast
publishing house is committed to maintaining an ongoing,
national publishing program under the Douglas & McIntyre
imprint and is determined to preserve the continuity of the
imprint’s strong backlist while ensuring that future authors
publish their books within the Douglas & McIntyre program.
The Whites plan to operate Douglas & McIntyre as a
separate company with its own editorial direction,
maintaining Harbour Publishing’s focus on First Nations,
art, fiction and books directed at the national and
international market. All Douglas & McIntyre titles will
continue to be distributed by Harper Collins in Canada with
no interruption of service.
White had been ‘concerned, like everyone else,’ when
D&M filed for creditor protection last October. ‘I have
admiring Douglas & McIntyre since we started publishing
books together 40 years ago,’ White says. ‘I just felt if there
was a role for Harbour to play in keeping that great program
going, we had to do it.’

The Simple
High-Performance
Septic System
Eljen GSF…Your Affordable
Solution for Today’s
Wastewater Challenges!

Ideal for New or
Replacement Systems

Innovative Products and Solutions Since 1970



eljen.com
www.islandtides.com

Greystone Books Gets New Life

Last month, another D&M imprint, Greystone Books, has
gone to Victoria’s Heritage House Publishing Company
Limited, which is creating a new company, Greystone Books
Ltd, while maintaining an ongoing program of Greystonepublished titles.

New Society Comes Home to Gabriola

Meanwhile, former D&M imprint New Society Publishers
has been reacquired by its previous owners, Chris and Judith
Plant and Carol Newell of Renewal Partners. When D&M
filed for bankruptcy protection in October, New Society
Publishers, a separate legal entity which was purchased by
D&M in 2008, did not file a notice of intention.
At the ‘new’ New Society, Judith Plant will once again take
on the role of publisher and all distribution channels will
remain unchanged. New Society will continue to acquire
books with an activist focus.
A mission-driven company, New Society Publishers has
for decades published books that contribute in fundamental
ways to building an ecologically sustainable and just society,
and has conducted its business in a way that models that
vision, bringing to print authors whose work inspires and
offers tools for change.
New Society led the book publishing community in
Canada through a collaborative arrangement with Friesens,
a leading Canadian printer, in which it committing to print
all of its books on 100% post-consumer recycled book paper.
This made such paper available on the shop floor, thereby
making it ready and affordable for others.
New Society was also the first publisher to go carbonneutral and was named BC Publisher of the Year in
recognition of this and other achievements.
New Society has embraced technological challenges
facing the publishing industry. Explains Plant, ‘Of course we
sell all of our books as ebooks, and we plan to continue this.
But the real challenge as a publisher is adapting to the
broader electronic culture. We’re working on proactive ways
to harness these technologies to work for our authors in
getting their critical messages out to the reading public, in
whichever form that public might use.’ Recently, New
Society has introduced a unique component to its thriving
ebook program—New Society’s Guide To Environmentally
Responsible Digital Reading. 0

